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Summary
The advent of Internet of Things (IoT) paradigm is having a great ripple effect in the field
of disaster management as well as many other areas. Victim detection has been studied as
rescuer- or victim-oriented approach, which utilises the IoT advanced technologies, but they
have weaknesses according to disaster types. In this paper, we propose a Victim Detection
Platform (VDP) architecture combining both approaches using various advanced technologies
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such as IoT, drone and edge/cloud computing to offer higher quality services, which ultimately
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achieve these important aspects, the VDP architecture is described along with roles/relations

result in swifter, better responses and more lives saved. First, we have reviewed related
literature regarding three crucial issues (ie, multi-modal evaluation for reliable data, edge-based
real-time response, and privacy-preserved Big Data analysis) to satisfy the service. In order to
of technologies and concepts leveraged to and data sources considered in the platform. To
explore the realisation possibility of the proposed approach in real disasters, a validation scenario
considering the critical issues and details in a victim detection task is illustrated, and then
appropriate techniques, which will be utilised in the proposed VDP, and its justifications are
discussed. Finally, we debate how the techniques are harmonised in the VDP and what the
challenges are.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Over the past few years, IoT has attracted much attention from both industrial and research communities, and it represents a network consisting
of physical objects such as sensors, mobiles, buildings and vehicles in which software and electronics are embedded to connect with Internet and
to enable collecting and exchanging data between them.1,2 Although IoT techniques cannot directly stop disasters from happening, but as the
complementary technology to a poor infrastructure, it is very useful for disaster management, such as disaster predictions, early warning systems
and rescue operations.3,4
On the other hand, cloud computing has extensively been leveraged for various services such as analysing Big Data generated from and
implementing applications worked in the IoT environment.5,6 However, due to the essential characteristics of disaster management tasks
requiring precise and effective decision making timely (almost near real-time), cloud computing technology might lose its powerful capabilities.
For instance, the delay and latency in interaction between IoT devices and cloud computing layer could be directly linked with the loss of lives
of millions of people and tremendous, grave and irrevocable societal damage, in disaster situations. One of the possible ways to overcome this
weakness of cloud service is edge computing.3
The quick detection of victims potentially trapped in buildings as a result of all sorts of disasters of natural, accidental, man-made or terror
origin is a major issue for first responders. However, as shown in Figure 1, in most of disasters such as building collapse and flood, victims are
frequently buried by the debris of building or the earth and sand, eg, Savar building collapse (2013) at the left bottom of the figure. Furthermore,
according to types of disaster, the distribution of victims can be concentrated in a small area or extended over a very wide area. In case of disaster
impacting a large area such as Takahashi Riber flood 2018 on the figure, the capacity of first responders may be too distributed and limited.
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General scenes in disasters

Such environment presents unique challenges with all being opaque to human vision. While using advanced technology, caution must be
exercised since failure to detect a response can result in victims not being found. On the one hand, false alarms cause a waste of valuable
resources. As a result, current rescue teams commonly employing audible detection of victims' cries for help, trained sniffer dogs and cell phones
have been pressed by timeliness and effectiveness. Thus, advanced technologies making quick and correct situational awareness of disaster
possible should enable the first response teams to save the time taken to detect victims who are clearly invisible, enabling efficient and faster
rescue operations leading to higher chances of saving lives and reducing injuries.
In this paper, we propose an architecture of Victim Detection Platform (VDP) in the era of IoT. It aims to integrate various technologies
considering sensing, communication, and computing issues to offer higher quality services, which may ultimately result in swifter, better responses
and more lives saved. The proposed VDP considers following three critical issues of existing victim detection platforms.
• Although there are many ways to detect victims including acoustic and gas sensors, etc, limitations exist for every single detection technology,
and a combination of these different approaches is not seriously considered in previous research studies.7 Furthermore, in case of involving
various data such as sensor data and social media data, it causes many critical issues (eg, noise in data, contradiction between data, irrelevant
data, and malicious rumour) related to reliability of data and information.8 These substantially affect not only trust and performance of a
system but also damage of assets and loss of lives in real world.
• While some recent computing technologies have been used for detecting victims, there are few studies for an autonomous communication
configuration and edge computing of real-time victim detection, compared with other tasks in disaster management. In addition, most
of research studies related to victim detection have focused on either local-area or wide-area situational awareness with the advanced
technologies and been attempted in one specific disaster.
• As aforementioned, to achieve an effective and efficient wide-area situational awareness, victim's IoT devices, in which personal data is usually
saved, should be involved in the disaster management system. Therefore, although disasters could be thought as a severe situation that can
ignore a part of individual privacy, this issue must be carefully considered and handled in trade-off between disclosure risk and information
loss.9
More specifically with respect to these issues, the concrete features of the proposed platform include the following.
• Multi-modal evaluation for reliable data and information: This has roles of preprocessing and detecting multi-modal data, as fusion processes
eliminating vain or unreliable data, for reliability of data and information.
• Edge-based communication and computing for real-time response: It is responsible for local and wide-area situational awareness to provide
lasting communication network and conduct efficient response in real-time.
• Privacy-preserved data-driven analysis: This can be accomplished through considering edge nodes, which protect private data and transfer
only limited and preserved data. Furthermore, this method is able to achieve differential privacy.
To introduce and discuss the proposed VDP, we first review related works to figure out vital elements of victim detection approaches using
advance technologies in disasters. Regarding these important points, the proposed VDP is described, and then related concepts and technologies,
data sources used, architecture and sub layers' roles belonging to the proposed approach are discussed in turn. To show feasibility of our platform,
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Two current approaches for victim detection. A, Rescuer-oriented approach; B, Victim-oriented approach

with a validation scenario considering the crucial requirements, we introduce appropriate techniques, which will be utilised and debate how they
are harmonised in our architecture. Then, challenges for realising our platform in real world are described. Finally, conclusion is presented.

2

RELATED WORK

2.1

Victim search-and-rescue

Existing victim detection methods can be categorized into two groups, namely, rescuer-oriented and victim-oriented approaches. Emergency
managers and first responders can get aware of the situation at the scene by drawing on and using affected civilians' location data, imageries
taken by unmanned air vehicles (UAV), texts, videos and images from social media, Wi-Fi signals and Bluetooth beacon-based detection, acoustic
sensors, and Doppler radars, as shown in Figure 2.
The rescuer-oriented approaches require active and focused involvement of rescuers. While these methods utilise recent sensing and ICT
technologies, they are inefficient for some situations where the affected area is large such as 2018 Japan floods. Recent studies and projects
propose to use robots and ICT technologies to support victim search and rescue (SAR) in disasters, particularly when looking for affected people,
gathering information and communication.10 The first real use of robots took place during the response effort of the World Trade Centre attacks
on September 11, 2001. Data collected from the incident has been analysed in detail.11 Despite there is a negative assessment about the role
of robots in disaster management, the recent advance of technologies provides small size, simplicity, high reliability and low cost of them.12
Thereby, many papers have recently been published to support detecting victims. For example, NimbRo robot has been developed to rescue
victims in disaster scenarios like the Fukushima nuclear accident, with a danger of collapse or toxic contamination.13 However, compared to
the more general topic of human detection, the disaster scenario having been used can only be considered a small niche and it appears that a
large portion of the research is related to the robotic initiatives such as Robocup and DARPA. Moreover, it is difficult for that kind of robots to
be effectively operated in wide-area disasters such as flood, tsunami and earthquake, due to the extensivity, whereas regarding the increase of
recent papers studying UAVs, a drone has been raised as one of the efficient alternatives for dealing with a broad affected area.14,15
In contrast, the victim-oriented approaches actively involve the participation of the IoT devices owned by the victims. For example, cell-phones
can send cellular and Wi-Fi signals to other devices and base stations in vicinity. The problem of these kind approaches based on fixed
infrastructures is difficulty to provide the lasting communication from the IoT devices to rescuers, since a natural disaster like earthquake and
tsunami would possibly result in the failure of cellular base stations. Thereby, there have recently been conducted studies on leverage aircraft
especially drones as intermediators to connect with IoT devices owned by victims.16 Radio observations such as global system for mobile
communications (GSM) and Wi-Fi are usually available for this purpose.17 However, in these approaches, the IoT devices only have passive roles
such as broadcasting locations of victims through beacon.18 In addition, there are some limitations such as battery life of a device, radio signal
power and victim's activity status.19 Valuable opportunity of obtaining useful and enrich victim-side data such as various sensor data and social
media data should be kept.20,21 While the rescuer-oriented approaches have been discussed thoroughly in recent years especially the image
recognition-based victim detection, victim-oriented approaches are still under-explored.

2.2

Multi-modal evaluation

Data fusion regarding post-disaster victim detection will help in gaining the current available knowledge and experience,22,23 which, in turn, will
be useful in decreasing the overall cost of these activities. In addition, multi-modal data fusion in post-disaster management helps in analysing,
discovering and organising all the pertinent information.24 Typical devices used for victim detections include snake-like cameras, fiberscopes,
sensitive listening devices and measuring devices such as laser rangefinders, strain gauges, and levels. Recent studies focus on a use of more
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diversified ICT technologies including ultra-wideband radar, Infrared Camera, Lidar sensor, and social media.25,26 Every single technology has
some limitations due to the capability of the sensing and communication technology used.27 For example, UWB radar faces the challenge of low
signal-to-noise ratio conditions, which affects the detection accuracy drastically. Social media approach depends on a connected environment,
which could be unavailable in a post-disaster scenario, especially for earthquake. Of course an approach focusing on single data resource may
not work when corresponding sensors are destroyed by disaster. Some studies showed that the use of multi-model approach is promising for
people detection.7,28 However, a use of multi-model approach for victim detection considering different sensing and detection technologies is
still under-explored. Moreover, one of important issues is to keep data reliability against noise data, contradictory data, irrelevant data, malicious
rumour and so on.29 Although there is a large amount of papers attempting to conserve data reliability in the field of IoT,30-32 research and
discussions about trustworthiness of data and information from multi-sources in the field of disaster management are still few, despite the
important issue related to human life. In the proposed VDP, multi-modal data is modelled and learnt by deep neural network based on the
powerful resources of cloud. The model is used for edge nodes to improve effectiveness and efficiency of edge level by reducing transmission of
useless data.33

2.3

Edge-based communication and computing

Many studies discussed about edge computing technologies to improve the situational awareness of a system by using efficient content caching
and computing on edge nodes.34,35 For example, Cloudlet and fog computing move a part of responsibilities from cloud to edge for reducing the
communication delay and providing local computing and storage support.36 That is to say, in case of disaster management, the edge computing
could offer rescue for victim in (near) real-time by reducing the data transmission delay between edge nodes and decision making. While these
works have focused on the advantage of edge computing, the edge selection problem in a decentralized network is not discussed seriously.37 To
continuously communicate between edge nodes even in disaster situations having destroyed infrastructures, mobile ad hoc network (MANET)
techniques have been studied for independent, dynamic and self-adaptive networks consisting of wireless mobile nodes for SAR in disaster
situations with less infrastructure or without.38,39 Due to drawbacks of position-based MANET demanding additional data about the physical
location of each node, existing research studies have focused on hybrid methods (proactive- and reactive-based) as a topology-based approach
for the SAR task.40 However, our platform has more choices, since we leverage drones as edge nodes capable of providing their physical locations.
Furthermore, there are few studies36,41 to apply edge computing to disaster management as well as victim detection, and the cooperation
between non-edge nodes is still not addressed.42 In a post-disaster scenario, the communication capability of each node is limited; thus, a
cooperation between non-edge nodes should be efficiently utilized to improve the performance of a system.

2.4

Privacy-preserved data analysis

In the field of disaster management, privacy issues have mostly been considered in studies43,44 related to healthcare because of the personal data
being handled, such as genome and health records rather than data of natural or man-made disasters. On the one hand, a lot of attention from IoT
research studies has been drawn for ensuring the confidentiality of data collected from heterogeneous IoT devices, the secure transmission, the
integration and aggregation in middleware/edge devices, as well as the privacy-preserving data analytics.45,46 In this regard, in disaster situations,
combination of disaster management and IoT means that the personal data is possibly easier to be gathered through various devices. That is
to say, data privacy is one of the most critical issues for disaster management even if not directly related to healthcare. Data protection could
be divided into three approaches (ie, data-, computation- and results-driven methods) according to the intended usages.9 This paper utilises
data/information fusion for data privacy regarding to techniques' advantages such as reducing useless data transmission and leveraging diversity
for complementarity. We should choose appropriate protection methods by considering the importance of data correctness being required in
SAR tasks related to human lives at the scene of disasters. Thus, the proposed VDP uses multivariate microaggregation as one of data-driven
methods to get at least approximate results with original data.47 Moreover, non-perturbative approaches such as (sub-) sampling methods are
introduced to avoid distortion of the original data. Of course, cryptographic protection methods will be applied to keep original data in case of
vital data directly connecting with human lives.

3

VICTIM DETECTION PLATFORM

Although there are more advanced technologies to enhance current approaches, a combination of both approaches through drone technology
can be imagined. Regarding this, Figure 3 shows the concept of VDP. For disasters which affect wide area, the victim-oriented approach efficiently
provides information about the situation of extensive area (ie, wide-area situational awareness). Even though cellular base stations break down by
disasters, they could be replaced with UAVs as a communication intermediator. First responders obtain information about the overall situation of
the wide area and then decide which plan is best for saving people's life. During rescuers' arrival to a disaster scene, they may figure out victims'
situations using a variety of data from various resources such as sensors and social media for quickly and safely starting relief operations (ie,
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Hybrid approach with drone technique

local-area situational awareness). In this case, the UAVs could have various roles as, not only mediators and observers but also quick analysers. A
combination of these two types of situational awareness is very important for rapid, efficient and effective rescues, because of its more rigorous
requirements (eg, timeliness and resource limitation) in disasters.
With respect to reviews in Section 2, the proposed VDP focuses on intelligence coming down to three aspects.
1. Multi-modal evaluation: Its role is processing and detecting multi-modal data for data fusion. In addition, to maintain reliability of data
and information, trust modelling and model learning are conducted for the multi-modal data (ie, sensor and social media data) by deep
neural networks, based on powerful resources of cloud system. The learned model is then propagated into edge level for effective and
efficient edge analysis. In particular, note that it is important to preprocess or filter duplicated and vain data in edge nodes with respect to
preventing useless usage of limited resource and to improve effectiveness and efficiency of cloud computing.
2. Edge-based communication and computing: It is responsible for local- and wide-area situational awareness to efficiently and continuously
response in real-time. To do this, in the edge layer level, autonomous network configuration is performed with UAVs as intermediate
devices (ie, edge nodes) among others such as sensors and drones, whereas in the cloud layer, various artificial intelligence (AI) techniques
such as online optimisation are introduced for deployment and reallocation of resources including drones.
3. Privacy-preserved data-driven analysis: As aforesaid, a system working with personal devices may have many possible problems related to
privacy. Likewise, with purposes of edge analytics, data aggregation is conducted in each edge node for both data protection and elimination
of vain or unreliable data. In the cloud layer level, information fusion is conducted based on privacy-preserved data sampled and randomised
in edge nodes before transmission of the information to analysis parts such as online optimisation, trust modeling and model learning.

3.1

Advanced techniques in VDP

Figure 4 illustrates the VDP overview including components and their functions to achieve upper intelligence. Details will be explained along with
its modules in Section 3.3. Roles of and relations among major techniques and concepts being considered in the proposed VDP are described as
follows.
• Internet of Things and Big Data: IoT is the proposed VDP's basis concept based on the fact that involved devices should be continuously
connected with Internet to timely operate first rescue, even in a situation in which fixed infrastructure, such as cellular base stations, is
destroyed. Simultaneously, together with Big Data, IoT also means an environment in which appropriate data from a variety of resources are
rapidly being collected in VDP and correct operations of first response are assured. In this regard, these two concepts are used for multi-modal
data evaluation and privacy-preserved data-driven analysis.
• Edge and Cloud Computing: They work as physical and cyber infrastructures of VDP in IoT and Big Data environment. These computing
techniques complement each other to exclude their weaknesses such as response delay of cloud computing and resource shortage of edge
computing. For instance, since edge nodes including software for analysis are close to victim, they can figure out an approximate (but
sufficiently effective) situation in disasters and effectively support rescue team to save victim's life faster than using cloud resources. On the
other hand, in order to provide more precise results, cloud computing based on its powerful resources has a role for handling heavy and
large problems that are hard to be processed by resources of edge computing. In addition, in VDP, they are related to autonomous network
configuration for communication and deploying and reallocating rescue resources such as drones.
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Overview of victim detection platform

• Artificial Intelligence: Although data mining and machine learning methods also play important roles, we can say that AI is a more crucial
technique in the proposed platform, because AI techniques, pervading from edge nodes to cloud, perform major functions of VDP. These
methods mainly conduct local- and wide-area situational awareness and also support other functions such as trust modelling and learning model
through deep neural network in cloud layer. In particular, VDP considers online optimisation and multi-criteria/multi-objective problems for
autonomous network configuration and deployment/reallocation of resources, since disaster situations are mostly complicate and incomplete.
In addition, we need to consider techniques (eg, sampling and iteration skipping) of approximate computing to reduce relatively long response
latency of such AI techniques, as it will be discussed in Section 4.

3.2

Data sources

This section describes data in VDP, as shown in Figure 5. These data are able to be classified as follows.
• Sensor data from a variety of sources: These kinds of data are gathered through edge sensing from edge nodes. According to sensor types,
collected data forms varies, ie, continuous or discrete numerical data, ordinal or categorical data. Thus, we should use appropriate algorithms
and methods for these data types. Sensors of proximity, pressure, smoke, motion detection, humidity, optical and acoustic sensors or a sensor
smart phone sensors could be used to detect buried victims and aware situations in vicinity.
• Social media data related to disaster: Leveraging these data containing a text, an image and a video to disaster management has been studied
for various tasks and been proved its effectiveness for not only detecting a disaster but also assessing its damage.48 Particularly, texts like
tweets have been mainly utilized; also, images belonging to involved imageries and videos have been analysed through advanced techniques
such as neural networks for disaster management. However, as aforementioned, the relevance of these data must be evaluated, because of
their characteristics related to ordinary life or malicious rumour.
• Edge communication network data: This category is divided into two kinds of data, ie, edge nodes' and communication status-related data. For
example, to optimise the distribution of drones and improve effectiveness and efficiency of communication in drone network, corresponding
modules needs data related to network component's dynamic status such as location, battery and throughput. These data should be filtered
and transferred according to their usefulness due to problems of traffic increase and restricted resources.
• Command and feedback data for rescuers: Even if VDP would detect victims well, it cannot directly save people's lives without rescuers.
Furthermore, feedback from rescuer teams might be the most important data being obtained from the closest places to the disaster scene by
reliable data providers (ie, rescuers). Thus, command and feedback data between managers and first responders should be applied to VDP's
related functions (eg, deployment of relief resources such as drones) in advance to support rescue operations.
• Statistical and environmental data for disaster: These data include disaster-related information such as formal datasets and sensing data in
the past or present. Since disasters are extremely different according to their types, and rescue operations are very affected by dynamic
environments such as weather and climate, from distributed sensors and public facilities, cloud computing layer should rapidly collect and
analyse these data to provide appropriate decisions in real-time.
The proposed VDP uses significantly various data. Although it gives us many challenges, it also provides valuable opportunities. For instance,
one type of data indicates only part of situational awareness, while usage of various data provides diversified aspects to gain more precise
overview over situations. In particular, it allows us to perform cross-evaluation for obtaining reliable data and information.
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Data flow of victim detection platform

VDP architecture

In large-scale disasters, data-driven disaster response is usually rather challenging as the underlying communication networks are also been
disrupted. Hence, building a resilient network for data collection and dissemination is essential for effective disaster response. Besides, the
emergency communication networks (ECNs) need to be immediately established to response to disaster operations. For example, the ECN
centre can collect messages from disaster areas and notify the victims who require disaster-relief actions. Based on the constructed resilient
communication networks and mobile-based ECNs, heterogeneous data sources will be gathered that include automated and human sensor data,
mobility and communication data, online social network data and public government data as mentioned in Section 3.2.
Based on such data, in order to address urgent needs, protect first responders against multiple and unexpected dangers and enhance their
capacities, VDP efficiently integrating different technologies considering sensing, communication, and computing issues is proposed. It aims to
achieve a significant reduction of response time related to victim SAR phase by providing situational awareness solution of both wide-area and
local-area for improving detection and localisation of trapped victims. In particular, the overall concept of VDP is to create multi-modal victim
detection based on multi-access edge computing technology. The platform is used to inform first responders on how to improve disaster rescue
planning, as well as to save the time taken for detecting victims who are not visible, enabling more efficient and rapid rescue operations.
In this regard, as shown in Figure 6, VDP consists of four different layers, namely, local coordination, edge-assisted intermediary, organizational
coordination and interaction layers. The first layer coordinates communication between sensors to enable a local storage of sensed data without
relying on a communication infrastructure. The second, edge computing layer, integrates data from the first layer and then filters and analyses the
data at any edges (eg, sensors, actuator, gateways and smart mobiles), which have capabilities of storage and computing power, before sending
it to cloud. The third layer conducts online optimisations related to rescue resources based on Big Data analytics. Finally, the last layer defines
concrete steps towards a more efficient rescue operations according to the information collected and analysed from other three layers.

3.3.1

Local coordination layer

This layer is in charge of conducting efficient communication between sensing devices, which are involved during a response process, such as
personal devices and drones in sensing of social infrastructure. These device nodes have embedded intelligence, perform professional tasks,
and collaborate with each other through service interactions. In this layer, there are three aspects, ie, communication standards according to
the range of the infrastructure, various sensors and devices belong to the infra for sensing data from people, machines and environments, and
relevant multi-modal data from such devices.

3.3.2

Edge-assisted intermediary layer

It supports or replaces an infrastructure that is not intelligent enough to handle disaster situations through equipping with rich sensors and
connectivity. This layer includes following sub-parts: (1) a multi-modal-based detection extracts the victim information by using a variety of data
from different sources with considered reliability; (2) data fusion performs sampling, randomising and aggregation to preserve data privacy; (3)
to achieve lasting a network communication and reduce traffic and response delay between edge nodes (ie, drones), an autonomous network
configuration is performed based on edge status data; (4) as a key of swift wide-area situational awareness, the communication constructed
between edge and cloud computing layers is optimised with considering results about its coverage and throughput analysed by the cloud layer;
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FIGURE 6

Architecture of victim detection platform

(5) each edge node is connected with physical local area and aware of its situations based on computation and caching of themselves; and (6)
quick responses based on the local situational awareness are simultaneously progressed at this layer to reduce delay from the upper cloud layer.

3.3.3

Organisational coordination layer

More complicated computation and more correct decision making is carried out at this layer with a huge computational power and a large of storage,
as follows. (1) Multi-modal data is modelled and integrated through an information fusion processing. It could be conducted with considering
privacy preservation and data reliability. (2) Big Data analysis based on only essential data could be efficient for an online optimisation to quickly
provide results to the first responders. It also considers other data (command and feedback for rescuer teams and statistical and environmental
data related to disasters). (3) Results of the optimisation of data locally gathered are combined for wide-area situational awareness, and then
they are used to make decisions about actions such as supporting first responder's, drone's, or volunteer's resources and evacuation warning.
(4) Based on the situations of wide-area and edge network, distribution plans of resources such as UAVs are established through an appropriate
online optimisation technique. (5) The heterogeneous and huge data easily contains unreliable data such as ordinary posts in social media or error
data from sensors. In this regard, trust of these various sources should be managed by trust modelling. (6) The model could be learnt with deep
neural network for near- or far- future works, based on enriched computation resources. Parameters being a result of a model learning will be
propagated into edge computing layer to filter useless data and reduce the amount of transmissions.

3.3.4

Interaction layer

This layer is important in first response, with respect to following aspects. (1) Real-time information fusion and update are needed to interact
with stakeholders to make more effective and efficient decisions. (2) Interactive visualisation techniques offer recent information of wide- and
local- area situations with intuitive and easy ways to first responders such as police, fire station and hospital. (3) Prompt responses of VDP could
be achieved through the real-time and cumulative operation results of the proposed framework and the continuous interaction experience with
stakeholders in disasters.

4

DISCUSSION

In order to show feasibility of the proposed architecture and discover relevant challenges, this section presents simple but sufficient validation
scenarios based on important issues of victim detection in disaster management discussed in Section 2.
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Validation scenario

Victim detection processes require rapid and correct situational awareness about critical requirements with respect to huge loss of properties and
people's lives. In the case of disaster affecting wide area such as flood or earthquake, it will be crucial for SAR operations based on wide/local-area
situational awareness because of difficulty in positioning the victims. Therefore, appropriate techniques should be introduced in situational
awareness to achieve timeliness and correctness. However, these two purposes sometimes have trade-off relation, since correct decisions might
be more easily and harmoniously reached through large amount and variety of data rather than by small and single data. In other words, it means
that data analysis based on small and single data can help to make sufficient decisions in short time. Therefore, techniques required for situational
awareness in disasters should satisfy both requirements (ie, having computation capacities for large/varied data in real-time).
In addition, it is able to be assumed that people could share social media feeds about an affected area and upload sensing data from a variety of
sensors embedding into their personal devices, through communication network including edge nodes. There are two issues about data reliability.
One is that social media data should be distinguished from general data related to normal issues (eg, water pollution or beverage advertisement),
or ordinary life. Another is that we should judge the reliability of data from sensors, according to whether the data is generated in a normal
situation or unusual situations caused by disaster or sensor flaw.
In another possible scenario, those personal devices are able to send its cellular signals including GPS to base stations. Even when the devices'
battery runs out, last GPS signal can be used to select potential locations of victims. That is to say, personal data gathered from mobiles or
tablets are useful for SAR. On the other hand, transmission and storage of these data from the personal devices should be cautious, even in a
very special situation like disaster, when urgency might seem to be looked more important than the personal information protection. Thus, since
collected data may much more easily contain sensitive data by the era of Big Data being more accelerated with IoT, it is essential that advanced
technologies used for victim detection should have capability to deal with privacy issue.

4.2

Harmonisation of techniques for VDP

This section discusses techniques that are proper for the victim detection and how they are harmonised in the proposed architecture. There are
four following purposes of using various techniques in VDP.
(i) Continuous providing communication network: has some requirements such as edge nodes replacing base stations, node deployment
through optimisation and suitable communication standards.
(ii) Reliable data through multi-modal data fusion: could be obtained in IoT environment,49 like the example in previous scenario. First, social
media data should be judged in its relevance with disasters before used for victim detection. The reliability of data from a variety of sensors
must be verified against sensor flaw, transmission delay and so on. These processed data are important to make appropriate decisions in
SAR tasks and to reduce useless waste of resources in urgent situations.
(iii) Situational awareness for wide/local- area in real-time: should be conducted with a large amount (and variety) of data in real-time and
serve correctness at the same time. Therefore, edge computing assigning computation power and data storage in the environment in which
it is needed, as close as possible, is necessary.
(iv) Privacy-preserved Big Data analysis: is endangered by indiscriminate collection. However, it can be achieved through proper restrictions for
usage and transmission coverages of personal data. For example, such original data is only stored in personal devices and then transferred
to other layers after appropriate preprocessing.
As mentioned in the scenario, UAVs have a role of intermediary to replace base stations which are destroyed by disasters. In order to provide
continuous communication between disaster scene and VDP, drones compose mobile ad hoc networks (MANET). Although there are various
kind of routing protocols, position-based MANET routing protocol is appropriate in the proposed VDP, since each drone can transfer its GPS
signal to cloud layer.40 On the one hand, hierarchy routing could also be a proper candidate, because it allows to decline drones' weight and
burden, to save battery and to increase activity time by dividing roles into connectors (ie, managers) and observers. Therefore, to achieve the
aim (i), we consider a hybrid routing protocol based on position and topology-based MANET routing protocols. In order to deploy edge nodes
into proper locations with considering deficient resources and dynamic situations, evolution strategies as one of genetic optimisation algorithms
are suitable.50 However, multi-objective optimisation problems (MOOPs) should also be managed, since MANET based on UAVs have various
constraints such as saving low battery and improving throughput of data transmission, providing continuous communication and increasing
scalability of network coverage. In addition, detecting personal devices through UAVs generally uses Wi-Fi or Bluetooth signals from the devices.
In this case, there are two possible methods. One is detection based on an application which provides Mac address of installed mobile. Another
is finding Wi-Fi emission without the application. Of course, the former is better for improving detection accuracy and saving batteries of drones
and mobiles.18 There are many standards like IEEE 802.11a/b/g/n/ah/af and Bluetooth 2.0/4.0, the IEEE 802.11ah appropriate with its wide
coverage (over 1000 m) and high data throughput (78 Mbps).
The heterogeneity and sheer volume of data being harvested in disasters require high reliability and ultra-low latency for rapid and correct first
response. To improve reliability and latency requirements as the objective (ii), optimal processing methods must be conducted by cross-evaluation
through multi-modal data at edge/cloud layers to reduce the unnecessary and redundant information before transmission to other edges or the
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cloud. In the edge layer, simple machine learning algorithms should be introduced for detecting anomaly sensor data due to restricted storage
and computational power, whereas in the cloud layer, collected various data could be integrated through more sophisticated or complicated
techniques such as deep learning. In VDP, for cross-evaluation of reliable data and information, restricted Boltzmann machine (RBM) as one of
deep neural networks will be utilised, because the RBM is a suitable tool for combining different perspectives captured in signals of multi-modal
data from multiple sensors.51 On the other hand, we could not assume that various kinds of data are always able to be used in disasters,
because of sensor flaw, transmission delay and so on. Therefore, reliability assessment of signal data from multi-sources (ie, one type of sensors)
should also be considered. Here, multi-source deep belief network (MSDBN) could be appropriate to keep data reliability by identifying common
components hidden in multi-source signal data.52 As mentioned, the relevance between social media data and disasters should be verified. It can
be simple because of using drones as intermediates providing their locations. For example, social media data reaching to the VDP through served
communication network has the highest priority for analysis and utilisation. Due to the fact that, when disasters occur, first response is the most
urgent task to save people, we only consider these social media data, to avoid wasting restricted resources, rather than analysing overall social
media data.
As aforementioned, an ultra-low latency requirement is essential to support first response by victim detection systems in real-time but is difficult
due to massive amount of data being continuously generated by IoT devices. Like traditional approaches, VDP is also based on cloud containing
more computing resources and parallelised programming logic. However, our architecture considers edge computing to avoid cloud's scalability
problem causing ineffective utilisation and reduced throughput. Moreover, in some cases, processing entire data might require more than the
available resources to guarantee the desired latency/throughput. Thus, ApproxIoT53 is able to provide proper functions to handle requirement
(iii) that the proposed VDP architecture should meet in disasters. This technique leverages a sampling algorithm to obtain approximate results
along with sufficient accuracy, rather than exact output. Here, the VDP adjusts parameters for sampling ratio to adapt the algorithm to each type
of general data. On the other hand, we need another technique which can be performed in the VDP architecture to preserve privacy of personal
data from victim's device, as the purpose (iv). PrivApprox54 was adopted for the proposed VDP because of the usage of an application working in
personal devices having limited resources. The technique consists of sampling and randomising to achieve the strong privacy properties such as
differential and zero-knowledge privacy. In addition, XOR-based cryptography employing extremely efficient bit-wise XOR operations compared
to expensive public-key cryptography allows us to support resource-constrained drones and personal devices in the proposed platform in terms
of shortage battery limitation.
So far, recent techniques required to the proposed architecture for victim detection were described together with their advantages in terms
of crucial requirements for first response in disasters. To discuss how these technologies are harmonised in the VDP, we illustrate the technical
overview of our approach, as shown in Figure 7.
We start with describing the local coordination layer of Figure 6. There are many kinds of sensors and personal devices at a disaster site.
In case of data generated from a mobile device privacy issues should be particularly considered. Regarding this, recent privacy-preserving
analytics favour a distributed architecture to avoid privacy responsibility being centralised by storage of private data into cloud systems.54 In
other word, the private data is kept locally to achieve differential privacy. Therefore, the proposed VDP architecture has an mobile application

FIGURE 7

Technical overview of victim detection platform
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including sampling, randomizing and XOR-based cryptography functions to preserve personal data and to subscribe/response queries from the
central cloud layer simultaneously. In addition, the application has another role of broadcasting Wi-Fi signals to announce victim's existence in
a specific place of disasters. In this regard, there are two cases according to whether the application is installed into mobile devices or not. As
aforementioned, in the case of personal devices, which employed the application, drones having Mac addresses of the devices can detect them
more efficiently. Even though a mobile does not have the application installed, UAVs can ‘‘sniff’’ the Wi-Fi emission from the mobile, and upper
layers estimate the approximate location of victim through GPS of the drones being connected the victim's devices. Therefore, the proposed VDP
is able to preserve and collect sensitive data for privacy issues to conduct more correct victim detection operations along with abundant data.
In the edge-assisted intermediary layer, UAVs compose a hierarchical MANET including connectors and observers. Both of them have own
database (DB) temporally storing data, SQL processors conducting aggregation queries and access point (AP) providing Internet for drones, sensors
and personal devices, whereas they have different roles (ie, efficient network composition and data processing). The role of the connectors is
associated with network management and local-area situational awareness by analysis of edge communication network data and data collected
from the local coordination layer. As one example for network management, the deployment plans are decided according to multi-objectives
(ie, MOOP) such as wide network (or Internet) coverages, long activity time and stable communication support. For the local-area situational
awareness, collected data from drones that belong to same cluster is able to be selectively analysed through relatively simple methods (eg,
assemble learning) for first response in real-time. For instance, in initial first response, GPS signals might be transmitted straight along with
detection flags to rapidly figure out comprehensive situations in disaster. Otherwise, in the case of narrow areas (eg, building collapse) where
many victims have been detected, various tiny machine learning methods should be combined for a partial analysis. Overall, situational awareness
will be conducted in the cloud layer with results of the analysis. On the other hand, the most important roles of the observers are detecting
victims and gathering data from sensors and personal IoT devices, and then eliminating anomalies from the collected sensor data before sampling
and transferring. Private data is sampled and aggregated according to queries from the cloud layer. Note that the collected data already meets
differential and zero-knowledge privacy properties through sampling and randomising in personal devices. Even if the observers are maintained
by the connectors to avoid collision each other, observer should have autonomous defensive function for crashes being caused by dynamic
situations of disasters.
Lastly, the cloud layer conducts high-level analyses based on its high computation power and huge storage. First, the reliability of all collected
data from UAVs should be assessed before using them for analysis. In this cloud level, data-reliability problems caused by outside occasions such
as sensor flaws does not need to be evaluated, since it is already considered in the edge level. Instead, the data validity should be ensured with
assessing inconsistency between data. To do this, RBM and MSDBN could be used for evaluation of multi-modal data and single data, respectively.
On the other hand, the deployment optimisation of rescue resources is conducted with respect to situations being analysed based on aggregated
data from disaster fields and communication networks. According to response stage, required MOOPs are defined, updated and then spread
to edge nodes (ie, connectors) for network management. Wide-area situational awareness is conducted based on approximate data instead of
exact data, for requirements about the low-latency and sufficient accuracy for victim detection operations. Statistical and environmental data for
a corresponding disaster, real-time command and feedback data between commanders and rescue teams are also utilised. It helps stakeholders
to make rapid and correct decision and to learn the appropriate sampling parameters to keep required accuracy for this wide-area situational
awareness.

4.3

Challenges

We described several techniques and their collaborations in the proposed VDP architecture for victim detection. However, since using many data
sources and technical methods causes complexity and wide considerations must be covered, there are many challenges that are still remained in
the VDP for implementing a system and applying it to real situations. Thus, this section discusses these challenges to figure out future research
directions for victim detection.
For the proposed VDP as well as general approaches to disaster management, testing their entire or sub modules is very difficult, as we do not
know when and where disasters will occur. Therefore, we should execute an empirical simulation in which various possible disaster situations are
sufficiently and reasonably considered. In the case of VDP, composing a MANET of drones will be one of simulations most affected by dynamic
conditions (eg, UAVs movements, topography changes and surrounding environment variations) of disasters. Fortunately, there is one suitable
simulator, ie, FANET, consisting of NS-3 and Gazebo,55 which can consider realistic environments for UAVs. It is appropriate to the proposed
VDP since it is also a routing protocol based on Hierarchical node clustering and position information of drones. Besides, it can consider various
sensor modules (ie, from Wi-Fi to camera sensor) and, thanks to Gazebo, allows to implement functions such as a collision avoidance algorithm.
For privacy-preserving analysis with low-latency in the era of Big Data with IoT environment, we selected two recent techniques. Although
PrivApprox and ApproxIoT are quite proper for the proposed VDP architecture because of some reasons (eg, introducing edge computing and
utilising application), we should investigate how to apply these techniques to our platform, because they have only been studied under ordinary
situations such as taxi ride and energy consumption. We need to implement and test VDP's modules related to these techniques by considering
specific disaster situations.
Even if there might be more critical issues, this section described two main challenges directly related to realising our architecture in realistic
situations.
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CONCLUSION

The quick detection of victims trapped in buildings and debris as a result of natural and man-made disasters is a major issue for first responders.
In this regard, rescuer- or victim-oriented approaches, which utilise IoT technologies, have been studied. However, they have weaknesses or are
still being studied at an initial stage. Therefore, we propose a Victim Detection Platform (VDP) architecture combining both approaches through
advanced technologies such as IoT, drone and edge/cloud computing to provide correct first response in disaster as soon as possible. With
comprehensive review, three crucial issues (ie, multi-modal evaluation for reliable data, edge-based real-time response and privacy-preserved Big
Data analysis) were debated. Then, the VDP architecture was described along with the role and relation of relevant technologies, concepts (ie, IoT,
Big Data, Edge and Cloud computing and AI), and five kinds of data sources utilised in the platform. In order to explore the realisation possibility of
our architecture, several scenarios considering the critical issues and details in victim detection were presented, and then four detail requirements
were figured out. Finally, appropriate techniques that could be utilised in the proposed VDP were introduced with respect to the requirements,
and leveraging justifications were discussed. Moreover, we argued how the techniques are harmonised in the VDP and what the challenges are.
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